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Introduction
The spread of Tech innovation has transformed the business ecosystem. Disruptive technologies have
permeated all industries and continue to generate unprecedented changes in creativity, across all
functions, solving consumer problems, and growing business sales in ways never thought possible before.
For example, Uber has disrupted the taxi industry because it has used innovative digital technology to
offer something that is cheaper and easier to handle. Some organizations are accomplishing their
objectives by leading their industries in technology innovation, while others continue to struggle and face
infrastructure challenges.
Globally connected, a new class of consumers who are adept with and empowered by affordable
ubiquitous technologies, has changed the marketing rules. The increase of consumers’ touch points, the
reality of the multi-screen world, mobility, and the “Uberization” or “Post-Uberization” of people’s
behaviors have altered brand-consumer relations. The smartphone, as the backbone of most media
interactions, dictates our day-to-day life. Today, people think differently about the world around them,
how they engage with brands and, ultimately, buy products.
Now more than ever, organizations across industries are being impacted by the rapid pace of digital
transformation. For succeeding in the digital space in today’s world, organizations need agility for the
ability to renew themselves, to adapt, and to change in this rapidly evolving, ambiguous, and turbulent
environment. It is now imperative for organizations to align product development, marketing, and sales
activities to serve consumers better. In such a context, marketing is undergoing rapid and major changes,
breaking down the barriers of “Push-Pull” advertising toward one-on-one conversations with consumers
through the many channels and mobile devices they use.
A proliferation of new Tech – from social media and mobile apps to in-store digital experiences and
mobile payments – has created new opportunities for which marketers are now well prepared. New
“Tech-First-Mindset” marketers, adept with and empowered by AI (artificial intelligence), bridge the gap
between Tech, data, and science. We need to perform intent-marketing strategies that suit the new
consumer-obsessed model. We have to use predictive analytics to predict consumers’ mindsets, to reach
them, and to seize all the moments of truth that matter to them online or offline. We have no choice but to
deliver consumers a seamless experience from first touch to last, regardless of channel or device.
It is clear that the digital age has changed the paradigms of marketing, and advertising practices have
evolved, becoming more dynamic and extremely interactive. We are at the inflection point of consciousconsumer behavior, where Google and Facebook reign over the digital ad industry, and where AI has
revolutionized the way businesses and marketers operate. Doing marketing right is more than a trick.
More fundamentally, the convergence of – Data, Tech, and Science – is inevitable if we are to do
marketing right in the new business ecosystem. This book is all about decrypting the new codes to
succeed in marketing.
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1. The New Business Ecosystem
In this chapter, I describe how Tech has transformed every aspect of the way businesses operate and has changed
consumers’ standards. Smartphones that are the backbone of most media interactions have impacted our day-today lives. The increase of consumers’ digital intent, the reality of the multi-screen world, mobility, and the “PostUberization” of our society have changed brand-consumer relations. Consumers are now at the center of the new
business ecosystem, and the new marketer has integrated data, Tech and science to use in deploying the new
intent-marketing strategy. Think Global – Act Local – Be Digital is the new marketing adage.

Figure 1 – The Digital Ecosystem
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1.2 The Multi-Screener Experience, a True Reality
We have entered a world of multi-screen experiences. Consumers’ lives have become a series of interactions with
multiple digital and mobile devices of any size. Mobile technology enables consumers to learn, buy, compare,
search, share, post, tweet or simply connect in real-time with each other from anyplace. The multi-screen world is
now a true reality and marketers cannot avoid its presence. It has grown exponentially due to the explosion of
this new Tech world. Shopping has become a multi-screen experience, and consumers use multiple devices
sequentially to shop online or even in-store (Sephora digital panel).
Now, 90% of media interactions with consumers happen on some kind of a screen while only 10% of their leisure
time is still commanded by radio, newspaper, and magazines. Therefore, most media and content consumption is
screen-based. This includes smart-phone, tablet, laptops, desktop, digital panels in retail stores, IoT devices, TV
on-demand, and so on… And, it is up to consumers to decide which screen they want to use to consume content.
Today, consumers’ daily media interactions take place on one screen or another based on their own personal
terms and preferences. People spend hours with all sorts of devices every day. But, they are primarily connected

to a smartphone, which captures a big portion of their attention. They also use a laptop or desktop at work and
may engage on a tablet after work to play games or watch a show on television – leveraging Netflix or other TV
on-demand platforms. Meanwhile, they probably use some kind of mobile device to track their fitness results.
Consumers spend more time interacting with devices than with people and, of course, they interact 24/7 with
more than one device at a time.
The number of connected devices has officially exceeded the 7 billion mark, outnumbering people on the
planet. By 2020, the number of devices is expected to pass 24 billion. This evolution has brought a lot of mobility
and convenience to consumers that handle multiple connected devices. Most consumers generate multiple touch
points, using several devices while researching a product, browsing for information about a brand or simply
purchasing an airline ticket. For example, a consumer shopping for a car might involve them searching Google on
a laptop while at work, exploring financing options on a smartphone when on the way home, and checking for
pricing information with his/her spouse when at home using a Tablet.
Consumers of all ages have embraced the multi-screen experience. Categorized as Silent Generation, Baby
Boomer, Gen X, Millennial, or new Generation Z, consumers are all multi-screen users. They all have a
smartphone, watch TV or Netflix, use a computer at work, and most of them are connected 24/7. However, one
difference with the Millennial generation is that television is no longer the screen that commands their full
attention. Millennials, age 18–34, form the core of consumers (+75.4 million). It is clear that marketers must
adopt the multi-screen concept of communication to seize the consumer touch points and to win their intent,
which can happen anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Keeping consumers engaged with a brand requires that marketers truly understand how the journey of the multiscreener works in the new digital ecosystem. Multi-screen advertising is a work in progress. Integrated multiscreen campaigns are changing the way the industry thinks about advertising. With the smartphone and tablet
audiences growing rapidly, and time spent on these devices increasing steadily, marketers have started investing
in multi-screen advertising campaigns.
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This new business ecosystem belongs to multi-screeners. But, consumer actions are dictated by the context of
where they are online or in a retail store, how connected they are (Wi-Fi), and what they want to accomplish
during a given moment (learn, share, engage, etc.). The dilemma of how to connect appropriately and reach
consumers in the market is more difficult. It is no surprise and is not a secret to anyone that smartphones are
the backbone of consumers’ daily media interactions and have the highest number of users’ interactions per
day. This beloved little screen is the most important device on earth and has changed the marketer’s advertising
approach. So, if our marketing budget is reduced to its minimum, and we need to make some hard choices, then
we should just think smartphone and mobile.
Consumer viewpoints on the use of digital devices can differ widely, but here is my personal approach: my iPhone
is my everyday go-to device. It is always with me for better and worse. I can handle it quickly anytime and
anywhere. I can easily disconnect from my work environment. I get fewer interruptions and can check my email
when I want it. But, I move to my laptop for business reasons, and when I feel like I have to review some work
activities, financial numbers or do some presentation. Finally, I switch to the big TV screen to watch a football
game with my friends, but I will likely continue to use my iPhone and text other friends who are remote when
watching TV.
Therefore, interactions between brands and consumers happen in a context that is driven using a specific
device. For instance, our attitude and state of mind go to the TV late in the evening. But, computers and laptops
keep us productive and informed earlier in the day, while smartphones keep us connected on-the-go.
Smartphones allow people to shop almost immediately. In addition, tablets and TV are more commonly used for
entertainment. And, TV is certainly less effective with the new generation of consumers than ever before,
although people still search for things they see on TV or hear on the radio.
The vast majority of media interactions are screen-based and mostly digital. Marketers must understand how
people consume digital media, and tailor communication strategies to promote brands and sell products based
on the consumer’s new behavior. If the multi-screen experience has increased the complexity of doing
marketing right, now marketers have access to big data and predictive analytics to help them perform their job
well. We are being given the ability to identify consumers’ intent, where and when the sale takes place, and what
media channel and content may influence their decision. The multi-screen world is the new marketing reality.
Since marketers know intuitively that people are spending more time browsing multiple devices at one time, we
can analyze both the quantity and the quality of interactions to uncover valuable insights and intent-driven
signals to optimize media advertising investments. The access to big data, predictive marketing and analytics
enable marketers to map the new consumer’s journey precisely. We know exactly how much time consumers
spend with each device, alone, and with other devices, so that they can implement advertising campaigns that
effectively influence consumers’ needs.
The new business ecosystem offers marketers a scientific way to advertise in this multi-screen world, and to
engage with consumers when and where they want to. The digital transformation makes marketing investments
worthwhile due to its return on investment. Today, marketers invest in advertising programs, nurture millions
of leads, implement customer relationship management (CRM) systems, and apply predictive marketing
techniques (lead scoring and channel attribution) to do marketing right. We face an interesting moment where
data science and Tech enables them to turn marketing engines into a revenue-driving force.
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1.6 Think Global, Act Local, Be Digital
In the early 1900s, Scottish social activist, Patrick Geddes coined the phrase “Think Global, Act Local.” Since
then, the term has transcended its origins to become an adage in marketing. But, emergent technologies have
transformed the business ecosystem and affected the way we advertise and promote products and manage
brand reputation.
The digital economy is already having a massive impact on consumerism and there is more to come. For
instance, the Internet of Things (IoT) is providing digital connections to objects just as businesses are also
digitizing their products and services. Marketers have realized that we can better reach and shape the
consumer’s experience by integrating with the digital transformation. We have entered a new era of digital
globalization.
For instance, Home Depot is working with the manufacturers of domestic products, to ensure that they are all
compatible with the Wink connected home system, which they market. Not only people but also products are
inter-connected. The goal of this approach is to bring people together with the products and services they can
easily install and use.
Fiat is partnering with leading companies in navigation systems, media, social media, and entertainment to create
its own Uconnect platform. This will give their customers communication, entertainment, and navigation
assistance while they are driving. When buying a Jeep Cherokee you are embarking with the new free Amazon
Echo Dot. Such digital ecosystem initiatives are becoming increasingly common. The digital economy is here to
stay.

Figure 2 – The Consumer Has Gone Digital

The digitalization of the economy since late 1990 has slowly transformed the way people consume, as well as the
way we do marketing or operate business to engage with new and repeat consumers. The explosion of mobile and
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social media combined with the phenomenon of “Post-Uberization” have changed our lives. The 21st century has
launched the digital age of marketing that continues to transform consumerism. It is a kind of paradox that is
taking place. Rather than becoming more homogenized, consumers are becoming more individualized. But,
technology also allows marketers to service both global and local communities in unprecedented ways. The new
business ecosystem offers more and better ways to share products and to communicate about a brand across the
world at a community level.
By now, marketing executives are keenly aware that the digital transformation can be either an opportunity or a
challenge. And, we do not have any choice but to embrace it. The question is more about how we can integrate the
power of digital technology while maintaining healthy sales by leveraging existing advertising investments and
innovating in DataTech, MarTech, and AdTech without disrupting the consumer journey. The new ecosystem
urges marketing executives to reconsider the core of the entire corporate communication strategy. The reality of
“think global – act local” has now taken on a much wider meaning with the digital globalization of our society.
Google has gotten smarter since 1998 and revolutionized the media landscape. But, more importantly, all other
advertising players have either benefited from or grown their business following Google. Significant players
have made major strides in the digital space. With the birth of a new stack of marketing technologies, including
predictive analytics, marketers have now been genuinely empowered as well. Marketers can now perform
advertising and business sales by targeting fragmented audiences living in a multi-screen and mobile
environment, via numerous media channels and platforms online in real-time on diverse geo-markets
worldwide.
In 2004, nobody thought that Mark Zuckerberg and his Harvard roommates would release a colossal giant called
Facebook to crush all social platforms that came before such as MySpace. It was the start of a new digital
transformation. But, social media stopped being a way just to chat with friends and turned into a powerful
advertising platform to connect with consumers, to promote a brand, and to sell products. And, people have used
it to complain, spread news, shop, and influence other shoppers. Consumer wants and needs should
drive marketing decisions, and no strategy should be pursued until it passes the test of consumer research.
Many factors have transformed our personal environment and affected consumer’s habits online and offline.
These factors have changed the ways consumers interact with brands and consider products. Companies such as
Apple have created a “dependency mania” with the introduction of the iPhone. Many have defined this device as
the “cocaine of technology.” Consumers have developed digital preferences, but they also have local and specific
tastes and interests. So, marketers cannot ignore digital, regional and cultural differences and are obligated to
deliver personal brand experiences across the worldwide market. The convergence of globalization, localization,
and digitalization is increasingly predominant when doing business today.
Market leaders have changed and adapted to seize all consumerism opportunities of this hyper-connected
world. They may be uncomfortable with the notion of change but, if they are not at least a little bit
uncomfortable in their field, they are probably doing something wrong. Fortunately, digital transformation is no
longer an option – it’s imperative. We are all witnessing an explosion of cloud services, artificial intelligence, and
Uberization of consumers’ behavior. This digital ecosystem has completely transformed consumers’ day-to-day
journeying. As a result, consumers can raise their expectations, demanding simple, seamless, and personalized
experiences at every touch point for any intent they may have with brands.
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According to the Future of Retail 2016 – an annual study from the Public Relation firm Walker Sands – consumer
expectations for seamless shipping, delivery, and returns have increased in the past three years. A majority of
consumers now expect companies to offer free and one-day shopping. Free returns and exchanges, as well as
easier online returns, are also significant drivers of e-commerce growth. Tech has transformed consumers’
behavior and raised their expectations.
Consumers are using social and digital communities to connect, to share insights, and to engage with each other.
It seems like new channels or platforms are being created every day to converse with people. New digital push
and pull marketing techniques are being initiated continually to expand brand presence online. The digital
transformation of the economy means that consumers can get what they want, where they want it, and when
they want it. To seize the market opportunities ahead, marketers must go beyond “think global – act local” and
integrate the digital globalization into their activities. They are reinventing themselves in a manner that is
compatible with this new business ecosystem, aligning product, marketing, and sales processes across the entire
organization.
The convergence of globalization, localization, and digitization means that marketers have to re-assess their
strategies to reach and engage with consumers. Given that we are only in the very early stages of this
transformation, marketers will continue to face interesting challenges for quite some time. For instance, in today’s
world, the two-way conversation model is becoming essential in marketing but is extremely difficult to achieve.
Marketers need to integrate the new marketing technology stack on top of the CRM system to perform marketing
activities and serve up the customized content, products, or services that consumers want.
The digital transformation of the economy has given marketers even more opportunities to innovate in
advertising and to elevate customer brand experience to a new level. By letting MarTech and AdTech do more
work, marketers can better seize the opportunities to grow business. Marketing uses AI to yield greater
personalization and makes a huge difference to consumer intimacy. The result is a true digital transformation
that changes the way marketers operate to respond to new consumer demand.
For the past decade now, we have been observing the digital transformation of our ecosystem. Marketers have
been witnessing profound changes in the way consumers research, adopt brands, and buy products. We realized
that we needed to integrate our back-end operations. But, organizations were not ready to transform. Now,
organizations have integrated the digital globalization with their business model and changed business
operations to service their consumers better. Think global, act local, and be digital is now a reality.
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2. Marketing Has Changed; Why It Matters
In this chapter, I explain why the irrevocable transformation of media advertising and the digitalization of
consumerism have placed marketing at a new inflection point. Tech has conclusively altered how people
interact with each other, and engage with brands, but Tech has also transformed marketing. Marketers today
must have and develop a Tech-First-Mindset. The new empowered-consumer is no longer engaged in a linear
journey, and marketers develop digital intent-marketing strategies to reach them and contribute to their
lifestyles. Today, marketing more than ever is definitively at the forefront of the changing sale process.

Figure 7 – The New Media Advertising Pattern
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2.3 From Contributing to Selling a Lifestyle
Sell a lifestyle before selling products is the new marketing adage. As said earlier, people are at the center of this
new ecosystem. They have preferences for specific products and particular brands. What they purchase and who
they purchase it from is an integral part of their identity, no matter their age, job, income, or geographic location.
Connecting and engaging with consumers on a personal level has become essential. They require an intimacy
approach with each consumer. Promoting a product value does not suffice. New consumers expect much more
from brands. They want experience, not things. Utility is no longer at the core of what consumers buy. So, crafting
an intent-marketing strategy to sell a lifestyle, not a product, makes total sense.
In this new economic environment, advertising has remained a very effective way of promoting lifestyle
brands. Companies like Nike or Apple sell products that symbolize the interests, attitudes, values, and opinions of
individuals or a culture. Marketers seek to inspire, guide, support, stimulate and motivate consumers, with the
desire that their products contribute to the consumers’ ways of life or the ways of life to which they aspire. Selling
a lifestyle brand requires creating an emotional desire among consumers. Selling a lifestyle is all about identifying
what consumers want to be, rather than what they already are. This way, brands are giving something consumers
have always strived for.
The luxury brand Louis Vuitton, for instance, is known for its expensive luggage and handbags that are popular
among celebrities. The company does all they can to reach consumers who are super-rich, but also those who
simply want to be super-rich and purchase these symbolic products. Louis Vuitton consumers want to present
and reflect a unique image of themselves. The brand has figured out what appeals to their market’s emotions,
and what they think consumers are looking for in their luxurious products. It is all about telling a story and what
consumers want to be, and how a specific product will help them get there. The art of marketing is to pinpoint
what lifestyle aspirations a brand can fulfill, and then to market their product accordingly to engage their ideal
consumers.
In marketing or advertising, stimulating a lifestyle before selling a product has become the norm. Whether a
company sells clothing, beauty products, streaming services, online games or something completely different,
brand personality must resonate with consumers. Marketers get an edge on the competition when we
comprehend better how to tap into consumers’ desires and dreams. If consumers enjoy a brand identity, they
will feel more loyal toward the brand. For instance, in relation to Southwest Airlines, other carriers might offer
more flight choices. But, Southwest fliers are deeply loyal. They like the airline’s friendly vibe and out-of-the-box
approach to things like seating and luggage.
Apple is another great example of a successful lifestyle brand. They have been extremely efficient at creating
“Apple Mania” and a true ecosystem around their products and brand. They sell to consumers who want
simplistic yet clean-looking designs but also highly-functional mobile devices. Apple contributes to the lifestyle of
people who identify themselves as cool and trendy. Apple fans want to be the first ones to have the latest gadget
and the next popular device. Apple products are not inexpensive, and Apple does not have to compete on price
because their products are what people want and must have.
Success does not depend on targeting a mass audience but on delivering custom communication to smaller
targeted audiences. It is not easy for marketers to sell a certain lifestyle brand, and there are plenty of
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opportunities for failure. In this exercise, it is important for consumers not to feel alienated. As mentioned earlier,
Louis Vuitton has done well. They have boutiques in wealthy areas, but they are also accessible in shopping malls.
This brand visibility allows consumers to learn more about the brand, get a feel for what the brand stands for and,
more importantly, learn about how much money they may need to satisfy one of their desires in the future. The
new digital ecosystem has altered how consumers live; particularly young people. They want experiences that are
more interactive, social, and rewarding to them. Marketing is not about simply performing advertising but rather
about creating consumer experiences by delivering a lifestyle brand.
Justin Boots is a brand that advertises a lifestyle along with its products. They have created a cowboy way of life,
and their content-driven marketing strategy is built around this cowboy profile. Justin Boots has created a ton of
content that highlights the cowboy life. They are dedicated to marketing the cowboy lifestyle when positioning
the brand and their products. They want consumers to feel engaged with their brand and identify themselves in
relation to the Justin Boots products. They have created a lifestyle to build an emotional attachment with their
consumers.
Marketers are trying to find new outreach and inbound marketing techniques to promote their brands, hoping
that consumers will finally connect and engage with them and buy their products. So, predictive analytics
addresses the new reality that marketers face by helping them connect with their audiences where they want
and when they express an interest or intention for their brand and products. The new ecosystem is much more
sophisticated and requires business intelligence to run the marketing engine that drives revenue. With the
appropriate stack of technology, the new marketers are very laser-focused on consumer intent. We can
influence consumers as they move through the purchasing funnel from initial consideration to final intention.
The world has really entered the age of the lifestyle brand. Advertisers have stopped senselessly bombarding
consumers with promotional ads and started channelizing advertising to create value. The benefits of AI are
coming to marketing because it is the only way to turn the huge amounts of data that organizations collect on
their consumers into meaningful interactions with them. AI provides predictive analytics to pinpoint the right
moment to inspire, guide, stimulate, or promote the consumer's way of life. We can control and monitor
advertising by managing consumer intent-driven signals at any instant during the consumer’s journey.
Contributing a lifestyle is all about giving something consumers have always strived for. Thus, the marketer’s
focal point has shifted from media advertising to nurturing consumer engagement across all media channels. It
works best if organizations reverse the engineering process and concentrate their efforts on consumer desires.
Selling a lifestyle requires being customer-obsessed instead of product-oriented. Companies start with the
desires of their target audiences and design a product that contributes to their lifestyle. For instance, most
successful real estate agents do not actually sell houses. Instead, they sell the lifestyle attached to a specific
house. This might sound like semantics, but it is true.
Lifestyle branding is not new, but it is becoming a new marketing mindset more and more. Instead of espousing
the features and functionalities of products, marketers show consumers how their products play a formative
role and contribute to their lifestyle identity, both as a representation of who they are and of the choices they
make. The products must perform equally well to do this at the beginning, the middle, and at the end of the sales
lifecycle. With this shift moving from promoting a product to selling a lifestyle, it becomes much easier for
marketers to grow business sales and brand loyalty.
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2.4 Data Mining and Analytics Drive Modernization
The value of data to marketers is nothing new. But, the emergence of data management platforms (DMP) in the
cloud proves that organizations are getting serious about it. Marketers want more. The desire for making that
data more actionable is driving innovation and expansion in marketing and advertising. One of the main
objectives is to build data-driven strategies by leveraging big data, cloud computing, and predictive analytics.
Consumer data is not only gathered and integrated into CRM systems but activated, making it possible for
marketing teams to engage with their audiences better in real-time. Today, marketers can build the next
advertising campaigns and programs that will most likely influence consumers when they are about to engage
with or are already in the sales process.
Markets are hyper-fragmented, and consumers are volatile but always connected. Consumers cautiously
manage their preferences when browsing the Internet with one of their multiple mobile devices. They are multiscreen users and can access information on any media channel or platform where they want and when they
need it. With rare exceptions, mass communication is gone. What used to be a mass audience on TV is now
dispersed across other on-demand platforms (Hulu, Amazon, Netflix…). TV is not at the center of the consumer’s
journey anymore. Consumers’ attention is more divided than ever. So, marketers have no choice. We must
collect as many data points as we can to build predictive consumer models and do advertising right.
Predictive marketing is the new big thing to power marketing engines. Unlike traditional business model
practices, artificial intelligence bridges the gap between Tech, data, science, and analytics. Organizations gather
and turn data into actionable intelligence. The modern marketer uses predictive analytics and new business
models to perform inbound and outbound marketing activities. We leverage machine learning to fill in the topof-funnel with consumers that have a high probability of buying later on. Armed with predictive analytics tools,
marketers can implement marketing campaigns that generate a high return on investment. Marketing has
turned into an investment and is no longer viewed as an expense.
There is a lot of innovation in the marketing field today, and many software solutions to support marketers in
bridging the gap between Tech, data science, and marketing. Marketers use DataTech, MarTech and, AdTech
advanced solutions to combine internal data (web activity, sales information, demographics…) with external data
(firmographic, channel, Internet activity...) to run the new predictive marketing engine. We implement scoring
models to prioritize leads for sales based on predictive intelligence. We define channel attribution to address
precisely each consumer touch point from first touch to last across all online and off-line channels, leading to a
desired consumer action.
It is obvious that data mining drives innovation and modernization. For example, an e-retailer has discovered that
their consumers purchase and engage with their brand just once a year. But, further analysis of consumer data
has shown that their new customers actually return to the website a few days after their first purchase. As a
result, marketing has changed their approach and found new opportunities to send their new customers target
messaging to boost up cross-selling. By maintaining a close communication with their customers after their first
buy, they were able to double email open rate and boost sales just by triggering new communication based on
after-purchase intent signals.
The new marketing technology stack has engaged the scientific method to translate data into business value.
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Statistical techniques are used to predict the future. Machine learning is a technology that provides computers
with the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed, and computer programs are developed to grow
and change when exposed to new data. So, marketers can analyze data to understand how advertising and
business activities perform, and we can ask for guidance to implement and scale marketing programs. Predictive
analytics has emerged, forcing marketers to rethink the way we do marketing, and it has created a new set of
rules for implementing inbound and outreach campaigns that perform well.
Today, marketers respond to new business challenges more quickly, focusing investments on the most valuable
consumers. We deploy analytics tools to collect valuable insights and identify consumers that are most likely to
buy. Marketers build hyper-targeted segments, personalize communication at scale, and perform ad placement
across paid and natural channels. We need to deliver, in real-time, the right message to a selected audience
using the right media channel and mobile device. By doing this, we can influence consumers after receiving
intent-driven signals. Predictive marketing has resulted in the significantly increased performance of marketing.
Big data involves large-scale analysis of a ton of information to improve any business model. But, the positive end
result of the analysis of millions of data points is valuable in industries such as banking and retail, when it comes
to harnessing big data’s power. For example, we can go on Google and type in boat or car, and we will find
thousands of boats and cars labels. But, the computer can classify each picture as a boat or car. Computing
algorithms have outperformed humans for quite some time in their ability to massage millions of data points and
classify it accordingly. We can get a similar approach with Facebook and with most of the ad platforms.
By investing in DataTech, MarTech, and AdTech, marketers put themselves in a better position to identify new
revenue streams and grow business. By researching the customer’s historical purchase patterns, marketers can

score consumers that will most likely buy, and we can identify new look-a-like audiences to expand our reach.
By collecting thousands of Tech signals and firmographic data on organizations, marketers can perform
Account-Based-Marketing. By examining the consumers’ multi-touch points and intent-driven signals,
marketers can optimize advertising campaigns and deliver preferred messages to consumers when they want,
and where they want them.
As such, programmatic marketing solutions have reinvigorated outbound marketing. The rise of big data and
use of AI have established a new core process to identify potential consumers to engage with. AI has been a
powerful catalyst not only for inbound marketing but also for outbound advertising. Ad platforms are great at
leveraging CRM data for targeted campaigns. Demand-side platforms (DSPs) are becoming more sophisticated
and display advertising has reinvigorated outbound marketing as an effective strategy, enabling marketers to
target consumers precisely with relevant content that is based on the interpretation of many intents and signals.
Marketers now have the capabilities to control the effectiveness of advertising programs much better across all
digital channels. We can succeed by turning big data into insights. We must definitively understand the
consumer’s needs and preferences. But, more importantly, we can laser focus on consumer intents within each
touch point and deliver the right content to them. Therefore, we have a better way to comprehend the changes
of the digital transformation and turn business challenges into sales opportunities. We have not yet fully
cracked the code in data science or developed new universal standards in marketing, but change is coming fast.
And, the competitive edge for embracing predictive marketing has shifted from whether we marketers are using
it to how we are implementing it.
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3. The New Marketing Paradigm
In this chapter, I give my perspective on this new marketing paradigm where Tech, data, and science have
infused every aspect of marketing. The new consumer-intent model is here and offers marketers new
capabilities to win the most intents that matter to consumers. AdTech, MarTech, and DataTech have accelerated
the transformation of our business ecosystem, where BrandTech is a new buzzword. Google and Facebook reign
over the digital ad industry. And, AI has revolutionized the way marketers operate, allowing us to turn the new
marketing engine into a revenue-driving force. While Uberization of everything is happening everywhere, we
have entered a new Consumer-Obsessed world.

Figure 13 - Marketing 4.0 Be Digital
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3.5 BrandTech Is the New Marketing Adage
Decades ago, branding was defined as a name, slogan, sign, value proposition, mission statement or a combination
of these elements to identify the products or services of a company. Today, building a brand is more complex and
much more important in this new marketing environment. According to the reputation institute: “For companies
with strong reputations, 55% of consumers say they would definitely buy their products and 50% would be

willing to recommend their products to others. For companies with weak reputations, these percentages fall to
only 31% willing to buy and just 28% willing to recommend.” This explains why companies have worked hard to
build consumers’ trust.
It is a new digital world where people are at the center of the marketer’s attention. The voice of the consumer is
not something marketers can buy anymore, and brands have to learn to live with this. The perception that
consumers have when they hear or think of a brand is still very important, but it has evolved with all the changes
in the consumer’s behavior. So, building a brand means that marketers are placing the company at the forefront of
consumers’ interest. And, more often than ever, consumer experiences are delivered in the Tech realm online.
This rise of the BrandTech movement has led to another shift in marketing. It consists of leveraging Tech for
marketing purposes. BrandTech companies focus on innovation and Tech transformation to promote their
products, making it easy to raise brand awareness and consumer engagement. For instance, the Google Now app
reminds consumers where they parked their cars and tells them when to leave for the airport to catch a flight.
This app successfully serves the Google brand. In this digital world, a successful BrandTech company strives not
to interrupt the consumer’s flow of activities, but to instead make his or her experience easier. In our example,
Google earns consumers’ attention through an app and at no point did they need an ad to communicate with
consumers.
Usually, a digital experience is what distinguishes BrandTech communication from pure brand communication.
Techy brands create an amazing way to engage and connect with consumers at no cost. For instance, Uber and
Airbnb have spread the word out and built their brand reputation by just leveraging new services (hiring a taxi
or renting a place to stay) through an app. They have not invested in mass communication, but rather delivered
a digital experience through Tech and changed consumers’ lifestyles for the better. Nothing is more effective
than that. Uber and Airbnb have successfully delivered both utility and emotion and gained quickly in popularity
and authority. More importantly, consumers came to trust and identify themselves through these brands.
A BrandTech advertising approach increases the chances of engaging with consumers, especially the Millennials
and generation Z that are driven by Tech. Therefore, the challenge for leaders is to transform an idea into
something that will engage the new digital consumer. Marketers strive to turn their organization into a new
BrandTech company. Domino’s Pizza, which is not a BranTech company, is an interesting example. They have
turned an idea into an app and introduced the pizza emoji app. Users can simply tweet the pizza emoji when they
want to place an order, or they can fetch a pizza just by opening the app. Domino’s Pizza has been able to create
an emotional moment that consumers share online with others. They engage with the brand through Tech.
Wearable technology gives non-BrandTech companies a great way to enter this new Tech world.
Therefore, it is generally true that traditional well-established brands are at a disadvantage, and it is more
challenging for them to figure out the right technology that will fit to the brand image. Companies that typically
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involve a lot of human interactions, like insurance and consumer packaged goods, have more difficulties in
embracing this new BrandTech concept.
In contrast, start-ups like Shift or Airbnb have transformed their industries at a low cost and used Tech to raise
awareness and sell services. Similar to Uber, those brands have disrupted and transformed their industry by
delivering services that consumers were waiting for. Consumers’ branding interactions happen a lot through
digital channels, apps, and mobile devices. The association of brand and Tech can create “Growth Hacker
Marketing.”
Non-BrandTech companies can augment their digital presence and win the consumer’s trust by leveraging the
digital space. They increase their presence online by advertising across all channels to reach and inspire people.
Through the democratization of the omnichannel reality, they can build dynamic and authentic digital and
personal experiences around their brand promise, products, and services. If the use of traditional media like TV
and radio is intrusive, especially with Millennials, it can still help raise brand awareness. Industries like insurance
continue to benefit from mass media to build brand awareness.
The new branding paradigm has shifted from persuasion to experience. Companies earn consumers’ attention to

influence them and build the company’s reputation. By contributing or selling a lifestyle, they establish
consumers’ trust. Social media should be a key component of their strategy.
On Twitter, brands can earn legions of loyal and responsive followers who, in turn, can become brand advocates
and ambassadors. If delivering a Tech experience is cool, marketers do not have to live solely in the Tech realm.
For instance, brands like Sephora have created an entirely new digital experience in their retail stores, with
their digital panels opening a new world for consumers that do not have to interact with sales representatives.
Marketers work hard not to interrupt consumers’ experiences. We should strive to bring the consumer
experience to life while deploying content-driven marketing strategies. Brand communication is not just about
removing friction. It is also about providing value that surprises and delights people. In the new media
ecosystem, brands try not to impose their values, rather they try to be a vehicle for consumers’ experiences.
Marketers cannot just impose their strategy. Instead, we need to monitor the brand reputation through all the
consumer touch points across all media channels.
Organizations and marketers should spend more time and effort in creating and delivering an authentic brand
experience that consumers are proud of. There is no need to be or become a BrandTech company to succeed in
this branding exercise. Tech can help make a huge difference in the market. However, by itself, it is not enough.
For example, Uber, a successful BrandTech company, has generated a very bad reputation through its lack of
ethics, and consumers have started shifting to Lift, their main competitor in San Francisco.
Branding today is much more than just a mark, a name, or a technology. We talk about brand awareness, brand
reputation, brand recognition, brand advocacy and brand monitoring. We still associate logos and marketing
materials with a company’s brand, but branding encompasses so much more. Brand building consists of creating a
strong presence in the market, primarily online, and having an innovative way of serving consumers, to establish
a high level of trust in the minds of customers.
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3.10 Uberization of Everything Is Happening
The Uber app is worth 40 billion, making it the most highly-valued startup in the United States. Like Google,
Netflix or Facebook, Uber has inspired many entrepreneurs who try to understand how they can Uberize their
industry and what is Uber’s formula for success. The phenomenon of combining real-time data, mobile payments,
and instant dynamic pricing is the beginning of a technologically-driven economic shift, an on-demand revolution
that may Uberize more industries than we suspect. Uber is much more than a vogue. It has revolutionized the
consumer’s way of life. It is one of the most important economic movements we have seen in a generation.
Uber has disrupted the transportation industry by solving a consumer pain point that taxi companies were unable
to resolve. Uber simply leverages technology to close the gap between a demand and a service. The Uber app has
revolutionized the taxi industry. The app connects passengers through their smartphones with nearby drivers for
a lift in real-time.
Uber did not create a new product, but they streamlined and simplified a complicated process to fulfill a need in
the transportation industry. Uber has solved problems that are hard to ignore. They offer a service that has clearly
filled in a need for consumers. They entirely revolutionized and transformed a significant portion of the
transportation industry.
Because of Uber, consumers now expect similar Tech changes that could ease their way of life outside of the
transportation industry. They are in search of new apps, product or services that can give them similar benefits.
In the meantime, organizations search for better systems and processes to run their business operations more
efficiently. The idea behind the Uberization of consumers consists of innovating and providing platforms where
consumers receive services in ways that they never had before.
Uberization can become a key differentiator that brings a real competitive advantage to a market or an industry.
With this trend of the Uberization of everything, which is happening in many industries, there are many positive
changes that may change the consumer’s way of life.For instance, renting or purchasing a property is a long
process, takes time, and could be very expensive, especially in competitive metropolitan areas. People today can
use digital applications to contact renters directly.
TripleMint, a software-powered real estate brokerage for New York City, has set up the new standard of real
estate to buy, sell or rent properties in New York. They can anticipate and capitalize on future market activity, and
match prospective buyers, sellers, and renters. They offer personalized services that match the consumers’ search
preferences with the right offerings in the market. TripleMint can recommend properties that consumers are
interested in based on price, location, lifestyle, and many other factors.
Today, consumers will have a hard time removing the Uber app from their iPhone. The Uber breakthrough is
similar to what the iPhone did a decade ago. Apple has been able to create a true ecosystem around their mobile
technology and Uber has launched a new economic movement that synced with the new consumer. The
Uberization of everything is happening. Organizations in most industries are trying to replicate “Uber-Tech” to
transform their industry. For instance, in San Francisco, Helpings has created an app for house cleaning, which
allows consumers to use the geo-location app to book their cleaner in a few clicks. It is clear that Uberization
could disrupt every industry.
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Figure 18 - The Uberization of Consumerism

Since the Uber effect is heavily present in our society, marketers have been thinking, dreaming, analyzing,
discussing, and revisiting the ways we advertise, market products, raise brand awareness, generate leads, deliver
brand experience, create customer success, and so on. And, Uber technology has opened the door for many
businesses to change the way they operate to serve their consumers more effectively. Organizations in the Tech
space have already entered the data aggregator business developed by Uber. That said, marketers like the idea of
creating a BrandTech app that emulates new ways to do business by servicing consumers with a smartphone at a
superior level.
Traditionally, buying or selling a used car was just a laborious experience for both the buyer and the seller,
including negotiating prices, getting the right information, and doing the paperwork. This process used to make
everyone anxious. Today, Shift, a Tech company, has simplified the process of buying used cars by reducing the
frictions between buyers, sellers, and car dealers, thereby eliminating bad experiences. Shift offers a delightful
experience and brings trust and simplicity to the peer-to-peer used car market. They have solved many of the
inherent issues in the used car market by making buying a used car as simple as buying a laptop from Amazon.
They give both buyers and sellers a hassle-free experience. Test drives are delivered to your door.
Uberization is not just a buzz word but a new norm currently being scrutinized by entrepreneurs, and marketers.

We need to understand how we can leverage Uber technology to create a competitive advantage to earn new
market shares. Uber is inspiring new entrepreneurs who are investing time and dollars to build new apps that
could potentially disrupt their industry. Uber is more than just an innovative app; it is a Tech revolution that has
transformed our economy, consumers’ habits, and simply modified our lives.
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The debatable question here is whether Uberization can work in industries throughout the economy. Whether
Uberization is the next big thing or a hype will depend on the ability of marketers and organizations to address
the consumers’ needs, bringing a completely new innovative means of serving consumers. The industry of
insights and data is already here. Artificial intelligence and machine learning are used everywhere. But, how do
we keep up with this fast-paced moving train to sustain our future? How do we get ahead and then keep our
leadership in the market?
Let’s look at Lyft, which competes against Uber. They have adopted Progressive Web Apps (PWA) technology to
rebuild their app to grow user engagement and customer retention. We could definitively see this new technology
become the next big thing in the world of web and app development. PWA technology combines the best of native
apps and websites. PWA works on all devices and does not need to be installed or upgraded. Once added to a
smartphone home screen, they download extra abilities silently in the background. PWA technology is, at least, a
true response to consumers who like both simplicity and performance. Personally, I like this technology as a user.
Originally proposed by Google in 2015, this technology has already earned developers’ attention. The ease of
development and capability to support the multi-screen world is a true benefit. PWA combines the best of web
and mobile apps. It works online and offline. This technology takes advantage of a mobile app’s characteristics,
which results in improved user engagement and performance, without the burden involved in maintaining a
native app. It also addresses a much larger user ecosystem and provides a relative ease in deploying and
maintaining a content management system that is already a factor in success. With PWA technology already here,
the concept of “Think mobile first” is dead. It has been replaced by this new marketing adage “Think Multi-Screens
First.”
A study has shown that, on average, an app loses 20% of its users for every step between the user’s first contact
with the app and the user starting to use the app. A customer must first find the app in an app store, download
and install it and then, finally, open it. PWA technology enables users to start using any application immediately. It
eliminates the barriers between web and apps and between devices. And, when consumers use a smartphone, a
tablet, a desktop, a laptop or even an IoT device their experience is fully optimized. Progressive Web Apps work in
all browsers.
In this new consumer-obsessed age, PWA Tech will fast become the new standard for consumers’ engagement on
the mobile web in exactly the same way that responsive design was a best practice a few years ago. The year 2018
looks set to be a tipping point for PWAs. Marketers should change their mobile strategy now. Where they used to
focus on apps, most brands now seem more concerned with their mobile website. This constitutes a natural trend
of the market as brands figure out how to cater to their most loyal consumers while opening wide the door to new
users who increasingly focus on superior mobile web experiences.
After all, if the mobile web is going to serve as a top-of-funnel consumer experience, it needs to be fantastic. Apps
have been the standard for such experiences and PWAs use the latest browser technologies to merge the
accessibility of the web with the presence of the mobile app. In other words, they make the web more app-like.
Things like offline and push notifications, which had been possible only in the app, lose their fetters and can be
delivered through the web. As Gartner analyst Jason Wong wrote recently: “Application leaders responsible for

mobile app strategies must determine when NOT IF they need to factor in PWAs as part of their overall mobile
development strategy.”
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Conclusion
The future is now, and digital transformation is more than just technology. The only thing that keeps us from
building the future is focusing too much of our effort on thinking in terms of the present. As leaders we have
learned, sometimes in the wrong ways, that transformation is hard, and mutation even harder. But, there is a clear
need for a transformational shift in the new business ecosystem and in the way we serve consumers that are at
the center of it. Today, the brand-consumer’s relationship is even more important.
It means that marketers have to embrace the AI revolution to seize and keep track of consumer intent to
communicate through mobile and IoT devices. Seizing the consumer’s intent is the holy grail for marketers. We
are still in the early days of AI’s adoption, but the pace of change moving forward is rapid. For marketers, this has
implications ranging from how to advertise and handle the new consumer relationships to what channel or
content is actually influencing his or her decision?
Marketing decisions are now being driven by results that drive sales and marketers cannot afford to focus only on
long-term leads as organizations search for shorter-term sales. So, it is no surprise that AI has been the next big
thing in marketing. Marketers apply AI to determine how likely consumers will engage with their brand. For the
first time, marketers have the capacity to collect, store and analyze consumer data at a scale. The marketing
technology stack has made omnichannel strategy, multi-screen communication, mobility, and intent-marketing a
reality. Marketers can predict how consumers behave. And, this is just the beginning.
The AI revolution in marketing has been here for some time now thanks to affordable advanced predictive
analytics tools, the explosion of cloud computing, and the growing acceptance among “Tech-First-Mindset”
marketers. The capabilities of new data-driven approaches have changed the nature of marketing itself. The
infusion of AI into marketing brings intelligence, helping marketers make smart decisions. This actually leads to
overall improvements in the quality of advertising. AI is inevitable to turn the new marketing engine into a
powerful revenue-driving force. It is essential to seize the various consumer intents that engage with brands.
The new business ecosystem is in complete mutation, and consumers are in control. But, industry-wide,
companies are making digital advertising a bigger priority in their grand strategies. Marketers, therefore, are
shifting their strategies to capitalize fully on digital capabilities. Mass advertising will continue to perform in
driving awareness, but priority needs to be given to inbound channels that deliver a high return on marketing
investment. The new marketer is very agile and cultivates a consumer-obsession culture while strongly
collaborating with product development and sales.
As we witness the evolution of marketing, we will continue to see some results that we do not like or approve of
when it comes to connecting and engaging in conversations with consumers. “Fake News” is not just a political
issue. As the internet has become swamped with untrustworthy content, that content is automatically distributed
mainstream through omnichannels, and some marketers, with publishers using this content to advertise to
consumers. The rise of AI, programmatic marketing, and the automation of purchasing media buys has nurtured
the rise of fake news and may impact on the advertising ecosystem over time. Advertising is all about building
trust. If we, as marketers, take seriously the perspectives that I have presented in this book and accept the
injunction to be consumer-centric and Tech-enabled to provide honest content that builds brands with integrity,
we will succeed with whatever problems we face.
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